
LEICHT Collection 2011

New programmes and colours

New design elements

Price list 1/2011

Muted, smooth and easy to combine natural colours, genuine surfaces with a distinct feel of touch 
in the décor and wood areas. Predominantly matt front arrangements are the dominant features of 
the latest innovations in the LEICHT-Collection 2011. New design elements are the foundation for 
individual planning concepts and a homely kitchen architecture.

TIMBER sets modern highlights, a valuable oak veneer front in two colours. The particularly natural, 
almost untreated appearance, of the surface results from a striking saw-cut texture, running across 
the vertical wood grain. Appropriate “saw-cut” surround accessories are also available.
The new high quality postforming laminate front TOCCO has an appealing effect through its soft 
surface which looks like matt lacquered silk.
A synchronised porosity gives the new SYNTHIA its authentic wood characteristic. The pore texture 
of the front visibly and tangibly follows the wood graining. The vertical manufacture of both chest-
nut decors with its matching grain picture, together with the matt appointed surface, highlight 
this effect. The colour arctis, already popular in the programme CLASSIC FF/FS, has now also been 
included in the Collection 2011, in high gloss lacquer for the programme LARGO-FG, in glossy 
laminate for the programme AMICA and with lasered edges as a matt laminate front for the pro-
gramme CERES.
A warm sand grey, new in the programmes PINTA, CERES (matt with laser edge) and LUNA (high 
gloss with laser edge), as well as AMICA, offers many combination possibilities, particularly when 
used with wood reproductions.
The wood veneer programme TOPOS has been extended with a characteristic walnut in a natural 
colour. Surround accessories are also included.

LEICHT offers a fundamentally new planning approach with an innovative system for ceiling sus-
pension of wall units. The space above isles or peninsulas has now been given a new life for sen-
sible and visually attractive functions. Wall unit types with doors, folding- or swing-up-doors, shelf 
units and even corner units are fixed to a ceiling mounted suspension system.

The new AMBIENCE-glass cupboards with an integrated lighting system create a maximum homely 
effect with a minimum of installation expenditure. Directional LED-spots on slender metal rails, 
integrated in the front edge of the shelves, illuminate the compartment underneath. Spring loaded 
pins on the shelves grip electric rails, integrated in the sides, thus making electrical contact. This 
allows the shelves to be individually positioned and removed at any time.

The new niche system MODO with its material combination of stainless steel coloured aluminium 
and natural wood, its straight lined austere form and its clear arrangement sets highlights in mod-
ern kitchen architecture. The various solid wood function elements are also suspended.

The new LEICHT price list 1/2011 of the main programme and the price lists AVANCE 
and HIGHLINE 1/2011 from LEICHT Küchen AG are valid from 01.02.2011. All previous 
price lists are invalid from this date. The listed values are point values.
The price and type list 1/2011 of the Collection HIGHLINE was prepared solely for the dealer soft-
ware.
Newly introduced programmes, programme colours, surround accessories and cup-
board types are available from KW 44/2010. Accordingly, new orders will be charged 
completely at the new prices.
Orders from the Collection 2010 which reach LEICHT by 31.01.2011 and are scheduled for delivery 
by 01.04.2011, will be charged at the old prices.
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Price changes

Dates

Main Collection
Additional colours in the programme range

New programmes

Surround accessory items such as worktops, side panels, shelves, design elements etc. remain 
unchanged. The general programme area has a price increase of 2.9%.

Dispatch of front samples and Demo Centre additions has already begun.

Start of innovations delivery    LW 44
Attention: Observe delivery times!

240 PINTA   K 136 sand grey  page 10.01
219 ORLANDO  KH 246h mountain larch  page 10.04
267 AMICA  KG 100 arctis  page 10.07
    KG 136 sand grey  page 10.07
233 CERES  K 100 arctis  page 10.10
    K 136 sand grey  page 10.10
249 LUNA  AG 136 sand grey  page 10.16
220 TALIA  K 136 sand grey  page 10.28
288 LARGO-FG  FG 100 arctis  page 10.34
235 TESEO  KG 100 arctis  page 10.36
    KG 136 sand grey  page 10.36
269 TOPOS  H 312h walnut  page 10.37
228 IOS   RAL-colours  page 10.41
    New metal edge colour MS 405 stainless steel colour

The colour 139 lava, already popular in laminate and particularly suited to  
combinations, has now been introduced in lacquer form into the following  
programmes:

212 CLASSIC-FF 
213 CLASSIC-FS
246 ESPRIT
234 CASTELLO-2-FS
577 DOMUS COLOR
598 CALVOS-FS

222 SYNTHIA (PG 1) KI 231v silver chestnut  page 10.06
    KI 232v sweet chestnut
The new programme provides an authentic effect of wood reproduction  
through a pore structure that is identical with the décor.

254 TOCCO (PG 3) K 032 magnolia  page 10.19
    K 100 arctis
    K 120 frosty white
A new, soft matt laminate with the feel of a lacquered surface is to a large extent 
seamlessly implemented in this postforming programme.

270 TIMBER (PG 6) HI 322v raw oak  page 10.38
    HI 323v raw copper oak
This oak front extends the veneer range as a variant with a special natural beauty  
which is created through a reproduced saw structure, running across the wood  
texture and finished with a very matt seal.
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New programmes

Type alterations

Visible sides for glass cupboards

Surround accessories extension with acrylic

New handle types

Floor units

IOS-M (PG 6)  GM 032 magnolia  page 10.40
    GM 120 frosty white
    GM 277 black
    GM RAL-colours (RAL-Classic)

The programme, identical with 228 IOS, has a matt, satin finished glass surface.

Matching the current front surfaces, the accessory elements (visible sides, side panels, shelves etc.) 
of the colours K 031 vanilla and K 120 frosty white now have a new surface texture with a more 
pronounced degree of matt. The glass fronted types with friezes are superseded by a framed door 
with the following programmes:

240 PINTA
219 ORLANDO
267 AMICA
233 CERES
253 AKZENT
249 LUNA
236 MEMORY

The glass type “clear glass” is standard for all modern programmes.
The stated glass change possibility remains at the same price! page 11.05

Glass cupboard interiors in K and KG are now also available with lacquered  
visible sides in FF, FS and FG. This enables planning the attractively priced  
laminate-glass cupboards also in combination with lacquered visible sides. page 11.06

The AG-surround accessories, consisting of side panels, shelves, niches and rear 
panelling are now also available in the programmes LUNA and AVANCE-AG page 12.05

Three new metal handles in 405 stainless steel  page 13.03

New metal handle in 405 stainless steel (extra charge) page 13.07

Extended handle approval for programme 228 IOS  page 13.01 ff

The form griprails 805.405 and 807.405 are now also available for 
233 CERES, 249 LUNA, 220 TALIA, 235 TESEO and 275 TOBIA. page 13.07

Please also take note of the new planning advice on the rear of the register page  
(chapter 13) for cupboards varying in depth, when using the form griprail 807.405.

Pullout cupboards 66 cm high with two pullouts
In order to gain optimal joints with neighbouring cupboards, the T…Z2 with  
lower pullout height of 40 cm is available.  page 21.05

Carousel cupboards
The corner cupboard types TEV 80… and TEV 90…, important for kitchen  
planning now have a new fixing. This enables a height adjustment of the upper  
turntable together with improved operating facilities.  pages 21.08, 22.09

An optional addition, a third turntable with railing TEV…T or a pan shelf  
TEV…PT is also available.    page 22.09

Container change for sink-waste cupboard
On request an 18 litre container can be supplied instead of 2x 8 litre containers. pages 21.13 ff, 22.15
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Worktops / Sinks

Tall units

Elevated dishwashers

Wall units

Ceiling suspension for wall units

Side panels / shelves

The worktop collection has been extended with the latest laminate decors  
and additional texture variants for the quartz-material tops.

Laminate
7 new decors     page 31.01 ff
The colour K 079 white now has the colour number K 120 frosty white for  
organisational reasons. The material remains unchanged.

All sinks are available separately.
Please order the popular sink base unit separately if needed. page 31.16

Separate sinks now with a new order code and attractive price structure. page 31.23 ff

Quartz material
2 new decors with eroded surface texture  page 34.02

A high quality variant with VZ-glass inserts is available
for all pullout tall units     pages 41.01, 42.01, 43.01, 44.01

Top cupboards 40 cm high with lift-up doors in six widths. page 42.10

Please note that housing unit fronts protruding more than 26 cm above the  
appliance need a front adjustment fixing to avoid distortion. The adjustment  
fixing is necessary relevant to the choice of appliance. We have symbolised  
the cupboards in question for your choice.   page 42.08 ff

In the newly arranged chapter 46, all components for elevated dishwashers  
have been condensed. The range has been extended with fronts for large  
capacity dishwashers and dishwasher top cupboards with appliance niches.

Wall units with a single sliding door in five widths and two heights.
The sliding door is made in the programme style. The carcase is combinable  
with surround accessory colours.   page 51.02, 51.03

Electric drive for swing-up and folding door cupboards pages 53.02 ff, 57.02 ff, 91.09 ff

Extractor wall units with swing-up doors in the additional widths 
of 90 and 120 cm.    pages 57.02, 57.04

New planning possibilities in kitchen architecture as well as provision of further  
storage space have been created through the installation system for fixing wall  
units, extractor cupboards and shelf units to the ceiling. page 58.05 ff

In the initial phase the side panel profile accompanied every floor standing side  
panel. This profile will be supplied as before at no extra charge. However, only  
at customer’s request. If required, please order side panel WBAP…120! page 62.03 ff

Lining shelves with slanted edge UBS have been moved to chapter 62. page 62.04

The lining shelf UB has been moved to the lighting blenders. page 63.29
 
For edge capping on niche claddings which are being planned at the end  
of a wall unit run, there is now a stainless steel coloured metal profile  
WVW AP available.    page 64.03
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Niche area

Accessories

Lighting

Design elements

AVANCE-Collection
Additional colours in the programme area

The amount of standard colours for the glossy glass-niche claddings has been  
extended and is now available also in the satin finished glass style. page 64.04

MODO offers a functional furnishing extension for the niche. This variation has  
been developed by LEICHT. The support, a square edged railing of stainless steel  
coloured aluminium can be supplied as an option with LED-lighting at the rear.  
The length can be freely planned. Five suspension modules are available as  
function elements.    page 64/08

Cutlery trays BFN… can, on request, be reduced in depth for the cupboard depths  
36 and 48 cm. Separate dividers for cutlery trays BFN… if desired. page 71.10

Beech inserts for shallow hob drawers (depth 50 cm ) in five widths. page 71.11

Length extension of the linear-glass cupboard light 80 cm GLE 80 page 72.01

LED-power supply TRAFO LE 30 for less power requirement. page 72.01

Lighting with LED-technology for the individual planning
use in shelves and wall units.  Available January 2011! page 72.02

New energy saving lamps ENL… with stainless steel décor ring. At the same  
time HNL 7 has a higher décor ring for anti glare protection to the side. page 72.04

Separate light fittings for replacement requirements.  page 72.04, 72.07

AMBIENCE-glass cupboards
Glass cupboard range with innovative LED-interior illumination for  
interspersion in modern programmes kitchen layouts.  page 91.03 ff

Paneel 40
Paneel wall shelves have stainless steel support brackets for slant adjustment. page 93.06

Additional colours together with programme innovations in the main collection  
have now also been added to the AVANCE.

401 AVANCE-K  K 136 sand grey  page 01
402 AVANCE-KH KI 231v silver chestnut  page 03
    KI 232v sweet chestnut  page 03
    KH 246h mountain larch  page 04
406 AVANCE-KG KG 100 arctis  page 06
    KG 136 sand grey  
491 AVANCE-AG AG 136 sand grey  page 09
414 AVANCE-FF  FF 139 lava  page 10
487 AVANCVE-RK-2 K 032 magnolia  page 12
 (PG A3)  K 100 arctis
    K 120 frosty white
415 AVANCE-FS   FS 139 lava  page 14
494 AVANCE-FG  FG 100 arctis  page 16
495 AVANCE-H  H 312h walnut  page 17
493 AVANCE-HI  HI 322v raw oak  page 20
    HI 323v raw copper oak
404 AVANCE-LR  LR 139 lava  page 22
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AVANCE Cupboard innovations

AVANCE surround accessories

Discontinued 
Discontinued programmes

Discontinued surround accessory colours

Discontinued handles

Towel pullout cupboard TH 15…15 cm wide  pages 1.01, 2.01

Improved running together with height adjustability of the upper shelf 
are provided with the use of a new fixing on carousel corner units
TEV 80…A and TEV 90…A.   pages 1.04, 2.04
A third carousel shelf with railing TEV…T or a pan shelf TEV…PT 
are available for maximum storage use.  page 2.04

On request, sinks-waste cupboards can be supplied with one 18 litre  
instead of two 8 litre containers.   pages 1.07, 2.07

A high quality variant with VZ-glass inserts is available
for all tall pullout cupboards.   pages 4.01, 5.01, 6.01, 7.01

The akzent-glass cupboards of AVANCE are now listed programme  
independent for organisational reasons. The style remains unchanged. pages 4.02, 9.05, 9.10

Additional fronts for large capacity appliances as well as top cupboards 
matching tall unit heights, have been added for planning of elevated 
dishwashers.     pages 4.04, 5.05, 6.08, 7.08

Extractor wall units with swing-up doors in the additional widths  
of 90 and 120 cm.    pages 90.04, 9.06

Electric operation for swing-up and folding door cupboards. page 9.02 ff

Rear panels in original front style with grip handle  page 10.02

Side panels with integrated grip handles have been changed to 6 cm  
thickness in order to make combination with W6 side panels possible. page 10.08

Programmes of the main collection  page 10.50
AVANCE-programmes    AVANCE page 24

K 008 pastel yellow
KG 119 caramel
FF 123 bordeaux
FS 123 bordeaux
LR 123 bordeaux
K 144 gobi
H 261 walnut 
KH 366 zebrano light
KH 370 wild birch light
H 389 natural cherry
KH 390  cherry
KH 395 dark walnut
K 402 silver line
FG 119 caramel

148.405 stainless steel metal knob
333.405 stainless steel metal bow handle
378.405 brushed nickel metal bow handle
381.404 brushed nickel metal bow handle
714.405 fold-down ring handle
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Discontinued worktop decors

Discontinued worktop granite

Discontinued design elements

Discontinued items

K 079 white
K 160 parchment
K 195 sahara beige
K 197 light pebble
K 451 granite grey
KH 091 light parquet
KH 395 dark walnut

513 rosso Santiago

Stainless steel fronts  chapter 93

TE 80, TE 80/8   carousel cupboards
TE 90, TE 90/8
TE 80 A, TE 80/8A
TE 90 A, TE 90/8 A
T7E AR 80, T7E AR 90  corner unit top cupboard frame  
ORC ../27   lift-up door wall units
ORCK ../40   lift-up door cupboards
GUF 60/5/8, GUFM 60/5/8 housing unit

TRGS5 60   drawer unit with Akzent glass
TRGS 60 Z2,TRGSD .. Z2  pullout units with Akzent glass
TRGK .. Z2   hob pullout units with Akzent glass
TRGS4 60/8Z   drawer unit with Akzent glass
TRGS2 60/8 Z2   pullout unit with Akzent glass
TRGS 60/8 Z2, TRGSD ../8 Z2 pullout units with Akzent glass
TRG ../8 Z3   pullout units with Akzent glass
TRGK ../8 Z2   hob pullout units with Akzent glass
OREK2 ../80   glass folding doors – wall units
OREK ../40   glass lift-up door wall unit

KBP, KBP 350   cornice in all surface styles
AUB, AUB 240, AUB DU  covering strip for lining shelf
BP 2, BP 2 DU, BP 2 350  light profile in all surface types

BAL 100   canopy in all surface types
PBE .. E    paneel shelf in all surface types
PBW .. E   paneel shelf in all surface types
PARO 80   paneel grid
ZUT ..    pullout dividers
CO ..    container boxes
SG 3    container set
ABL     loose waste container
TSB V 45, TSB V 60  cutting board
TRAFO3    electronic transformer
ENL6, HNL6   energy saving lamps




